Mandarin Homework Menu- My family
Choose two starters, one main course and one dessert to complete over four weeks.
You need to submit one task per week. Attach the file on SMHW for online submission.
Please complete any written work on a separate sheet of paper for submitting so you can keep your Mandarin book.
Create a crossword in Pinyin
Starter using at least 10 key
words/phrases from your
(Individual review sheet on the topic ‘My
work)
family.

Main

Create a word search in Hanzi
using at least 10 key
words/phrases from your
review sheet on the topic ‘My
family.

Create a starter activity using at
least 10 key words/ phrases
from the topic ‘My family. The
best one might be use in the
lesson to test your classmates.

Make a PPT presentation to
explain one language point in
the topic ‘My family. You might
be asked to teach that language
point in the lesson.

Make a 6-8 frame colourful
comic strip to introduce your
family members (name, age,
etc.) in Mandarin.

Write a paragraph of 6-10
sentences to introduce your
family (name, age, etc.) in Hanzi
or Pinyin.

Make a listening activity with 35 questions about family
members (name, age, etc.) in
Mandarin.

Make a 2-5 min video of you
introducing your family
members (name, age, etc.).

You need to write at least 6
sentences in Hanzi or Pinyin.

You will get a higher level by
writing more Hanzi.

You need to firstly write a
listening script with 6-10
sentences in Mandarin and
then record an audio file.

(Individual
You will get a higher level by
work)
writing more Hanzi.

Dessert
(Individual
work)

Please don’t use google
translate to form your
sentences.
Create a Mandarin quiz on
Quizizz (https://quizizz.com) on
the topic ‘My family’. You need
to make at least 10 questions.

Please don’t use google
translate to form your
sentences.

Watch the video
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Ug8RULhzNMA
Make a creative and colourful
family tree in Mandarin. You
can write in Hanzi or Pinyin.

You need to say at least 8
sentences.
Don’t use google translate to
form your sentences please.

Please don’t use google
translate to form your
sentences.
Watch the video
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=u58lZxeInCg about
Chinese home and family.
Make a PPT presentation of 6
slides or more to introduce
what you have found. You
might be asked to present.

Create a ten question quiz on
PPT for your classmates on the
topic ‘My family’. The best one
might be use in the lesson to
test your classmates.

